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Ellen Gilbert is a self-care coach, meditation guide,
speaker, & writer who helps busy people heal their
relationship to Self by clearing their mental chatter
through meditation & mindfulness practice. 
 
Ellen teaches students how to meditate & regulate
their nervous systems, & has experience leading
guided meditations in multiple countries. She is a
meditation guide on the Insight Timer app, & offers
free guided meditations on her website,
LuminousLeanings.com.
 
As a speaker & teacher, her talks incorporate
meditation, fascia awareness, self-massage,
essential oils, & acupressure to calm the nervous
system & encourage relaxation. Ellen can help your
audience learn how to tap into their intuition, feel
their bodies & unleash their inner power to
overcome stress, anxiety, & overwhelm. 
 
Ellen offers Introduction to Guided Meditation
workshops. She can also customize a workshop
or presentation to suit your needs.

"Thank you for the guided meditation... I really enjoyed it! I
particularly felt strong when we held our fingers and called
the names of the emotions. I think I have neglected those

emotions for a while and pretended that everything is fine.
But, by recognizing what makes me feel this way, I have
more power to deal with the problem and feel more in

control."
- Tongyu Yi, April 2018

202-930-5106
ellen@luminousleanings.com

luminousleanings.com

Book Ellen

"Thank you so much for leading our self care meditation
session. I've been looking for new tools for my life and am so
grateful for your leadership. You really made it seem more

accessible and I already downloaded the app you
suggested."

- Kristen, April 2018

"I loved this. It helped me realize a lot of self shame and
hate that I am holding in my body. It also made me feel

loved and comfortable enough to release a little bit of it. I
really appreciate you."
- Emma, August 2019

"Thank you so much for this powerful meditation. It is like
a miracle! The whole meditation, every word you said is
exactly what I need to hear right now in this moment."

- Angelie, February 2019

@luminousleanings Follow Ellen on Insight Timer!
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